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This short essay returns to the author’s 
earlier article-length response to 
Rastko Močnik’s article on the Partisan 
symbolic production (both articles as 
well as Močnik’s own reply appear in 
this volume). In the original article, 
Močnik argues that the art of Sloveni-
an Partisans is an increasingly relevant 
example of revolutionising bourgeois 
culture by embracing propagandism. 
This poses two problems. The first one 
was addressed in the initial response, 
where it was shown that propagandism 
was ultimately rejected by Slovenian 
Partisan artist and ideologues, as any 
direct ideologisation of art would 
paradoxically block the art’s ideologi-
cal potential. And the second problem 
is that, as shown in this short essay, 
there is a collectivism to the Partisan 
art, but it is based on the splitting of 
the subject between the individual and 
something irreducible to him or her, 
not on the subordination of individuals 
via propaganda.

Эта статья является кратким ком-
ментарием предыдущего отзыва 
автора на статью Растка Мочника 
об искусстве словенских партизан 
(обе эти статьи, как и отзыв само-
го Мочника, вошли в настоящий 
сборник). В первой статье Мочник 
рассуждает о словенском парти-
занском искусстве как о всё более 
релевантном примере антибуржу-
азного принятия пропагандзима 
искусством. Здесь возникают две 
проблемы. Во первых, как показано 
в первом отзыве на статью Мочника, 
партизанские художники и идеоло-
ги отказались от пропагандизма, так 
как любая прямая идеологизация 
искусства парадоксально блокирует 
его собственный идеологический 
потенциал. Во вторых, как показано 
в этой краткой статье, партизан-
скому искусству действительно 
свойствен коллективизм, но он воз-
никает не из подчинения индивида 
пропагандизму, а из расщепления 
субъекта на индивида и на нечто к 
индивиду не сводимое.

sLovenian partisan art,  
oton župančič, KareL destovniK 
—KaJuh, rastKo MočniK

СЛОВЕНСКОЕ ПАРТИЗАНСКОЕ 
ИСКУССТВО, ОТОН ЖУПАНЧИЧ, КАРЕЛ 
ДЕСТОВНИК—КАЮХ, РАСТКО МОЧНИК
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[The British allies] could not grasp why today, here, 
our shepherds were asking for pencils to be able to learn to write. 

— From the war diary oF yugoslav Partisan
  

commander and Former surrealist Koča PoPović

It is somewhat embarrassing to re-read one’s own texts written several 
years ago; as for my 2005 debate with Rastko Močnik, it was for me 
above all part of the preparation for my further work; I consider my 
critical essay on the exhibition Partizanski tisk / The Partisans in Print 
as the very first draft of my book Kako misliti partizansko umetnost? 
(How to Think the Partisan Art?), which was published in 2009 and is 
indebted to Močnik’s ground-breaking essay ‘The Partisan Symbolic 
Politics’ (whose new version appears in this volume) at one crucial 
point. This point is Močnik’s approach to the Partisan art as a new 
way of inscribing art in the social structuration, as a very specific 
case of the art’s merging with the revolutionary process. Such a view 
brings the Partisan art in relationship with the historical avant-garde 
as well as with certain political practices of contemporary art, even 
though the formal characteristics of some Partisan artefacts may to-
day appear very traditionalist or, in the case of the production by the 
masses, even unskilful. Močnik’s essay constitutes a turning point in 
the contemporary discussion on the Partisan art in Slovenia: rather 
than rehashing the old question of how to inscribe this production in 
the so-called national culture (which, of course, appears, in the eyes of 
its ideologues, as something far too noble to include the ideologically 
charged production of Slovenian Partisans), Močnik makes a number 
of key steps towards a theory of the Partisan art as a radical criticism 
not only of the national culture but also of the autonomy of art in the 
bourgeois sense.
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However, although I found these premises profoundly inspiring, I 
also came across certain deficiencies in Močnik’s argumentation as I 
tried to follow the procedure that he himself had formulated as follows: 
‘If we want to think about [the Partisan culture and art] at their level, 
we must think radically.’ For Močnik’s text is more or less speculative, 
without a close investigation of the material, which results in a some-
what simplified view, which does not acknowledge some of the inner 
contradictions of the Partisan symbolic production. The Partisan art 
as it emerged in Yugoslavia in the years 1941–1945 was by no means a 
monolithic entity; it was full of serious inner tensions and often ir-
reducible individual positions. Against any simplification, I focused 
my study, which was based on the Partisan archives, precisely on these 
inner contradictions, which forced the Partisans to question the very 
possibility of art in the time of armed struggle. I have suggested that 
these inner tensions—and not some subordination of art to politics—
were that which allowed the Partisans to conceptualise the emergence 
of art out of its own impossibility, as something that touches on the 
very kernel of the collective Partisan subjectivity; it was the very in-
compatibility of art and war that corresponded with the utmost inner 
tension of the revolutionary war, the tension that consisted in an armed 
struggle against war—against the social conditions that engender war. 
The political impact of such art is by no means in its conformity with 
the armed struggle, but in its confrontation with its own impossibility 
and thus in its tracing of a new horizon of the possible—this is how 
the logic of artistic creation meets the logic of the Revolution (as in a 
well-known statement by Rosa Luxemburg according to which noth-
ing is as impossible as the revolution one hour before its outburst, and 
nothing as natural as the revolution after its first victory).
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In this essay, I want to focus on one of Močnik’s statements in par-
ticular. Močnik offers a very hard alternative: ‘Contemporary art is 
either political art or mere aestheticising kitsch.’ One is immediately 
tempted to reply: What about the political kitsch which is so prosper-
ous in so-called contemporary art? This statement by Močnik forced 
me, however, to ask myself about the political in relation to art. To 
this end, I tried to elaborate a distinction between the political and 
politicisation as well as between the aesthetic and aestheticisation. 
This distinction allowed me to detect, within the Partisan problema-
tisation of the so-called relative autonomy of art in bourgeois society, 
articulations of a different, non-bourgeois, intrinsic autonomy of art 
as a specific mode of the existence of art. This kind of autonomy is 
indispensable for any revolutionary conceptualisation of art; Lenin’s 
famous statement from 1917 about the necessity of treating revolu-
tion as art was certainly not an argument for the aestheticisation of 
revolution; rather, it addressed a specific way in which the art becomes 
possible by facing its own impossibility. This is why in the context of 
the revolutionary Partisan movement the process of artistic creation 
cannot be subsumed under the realm of culture. And indeed, the link 
between the revolutionary movement and artistic creation was in this 
context not limited to the cultural field; it consisted in the very process 
of creating new revolutionary subjectivity by confronting with the 
impossible. (In the Yugoslav Partisan movement participated several 
former surrealists, such as the legendary commander Koča Popović, 
and the famous pre-war almanac of the Belgrade Surrealists is titled 
Nemoguće [The Impossible].)

So, in my search for the political I have shifted the focus of my 
book on the Partisan art away from the Partisan manifest politicisation 
of art (which, of course, cannot be denied) to the political impact of 
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the (self-)questioning of the very (im)possibility of art as it has been 
conceptualised within the Partisan movement. I examined the politi-
cal nature of the very emergence of art in what could be seen as an 
impossible situation. The Partisan art was politically engaged art par 
excellence—and yet this was not enough: the very fact that propagandistic 
goals did not suffice for the real political impact of this art was clearly 
observed by such political leaders of the Partisan movement as Boris 
Kidrič. The Partisan staging of Molière with Baroque costumes made 
of parachute silk was able to be perceived as a far more revolution-
ary act than a staging of some propagandistic agitka simply because 
something that had seemed impossible became possible.

For instance, I have closely examined a significant example from the 
Partisan poetry. The very first (published) Partisan poem in Yugoslavia 
was written in summer 1941 by Oton Župančič, who was never a Parti-
san. As a poet (and a superb translator of Shakespeare), Župančič was 
considered a coryphaeus of Slovenian national culture (even Roman 
Jakobson has written a short essay about one of his poems: see Jakob-
son) and had been in the twenties even criticised by the radical Left 
as a bourgeois poet. But in 1941, Župančič assumed the alias ‘Neznani’ 
(The Unknown One) and composed the poem Pojte za menoj! (Sing After 
Me!), a dialog between an anonymous voice representing the collective 
‘We’ and the voice of the poet. The anonymous voice demands from the 
poet ‘a poem that is useful today’ (‘pesem za današnjo rabo’), which can 
easily be seen as a utilitarian demand. But the poet cannot accomplish 
this task without facing the impossibility of his own singing as it burns 
his throat. The way in which his poem faces its own impossibility is by 
no means utilitarian, as it questions the very conditions of enunciation 
in poetry. The poet goes here beyond instrumentalisation; in order to 
sing a poem adequate to the revolutionary situation, he must no less 
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than transgress the borders of symbolic order: in the poem he identifies 
himself with a wolf howling and screeching on the mountain rocks 
and crying into the wind and to other wolves. (The English-speaking 
reader could even be reminded here of the terror-inspiring ‘lycanthro-
pia’ of John Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi.) Yet this very invocation of 
wolves howling merges with an evocation of the historical dimension 
of language: the poem uses fragments of a Slovenian battle-poem of 
the 1515 peasant uprising (the only event of Slovenian history that was 
positively evaluated by Marx and Engels). The demand for ‘a poem that 
is useful today’ as such is oriented towards the instrumentalisation of 
poetry, but it cannot be fulfilled in the realm of instrumentalisation; 
it is fulfilled only through the very opposition to any instrumentalisa-
tion, through the inner splitting of subjectivity.

Župančič’s was a highly individualised poetic voice. On the other 
hand, there emerged within the Partisan movement an enormous sym-
bolic production by the masses; people who had never been concerned 
with art suddenly started to write poems, short plays and stories, but 
also to draw and act in public manifestations . . . All this production 
was systematically supported by the Partisan political leadership. In 
the Partisan anthologies, we can find such poems as Župančič’s Pojte 
za menoj! alongside poems by anonymous poets from the battle units, 
without any hierarchisation. The awakening of all these new talents 
was recognised as an unquestionable political and artistic event; the 
very fact that the masses took up organised symbolic production meant 
that the impossible became possible, as it were. This eruption of the 
people’s creative forces in their symbolic production was interpreted 
by the leaders of the Partisan movement as a sign of the depth of the 
revolutionary process and its impact on the collective subjectivity. 
Hence, this production—regardless of the crudity of its initial articu-
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lations—was seen as a far-reaching break in the very structuration of 
the field of art, as something that would make possible the emergence 
of great art in the future, a future which this very break had already 
inscribed in the revolutionary present. Yet such an evaluation did not 
imply that all this production is art; on the contrary, in the Partisan 
discussions on art emerged even the question whether the symbolic 
products of the Partisan movement deserves to be treated as art; in 
these discussions we can also come across the statements that ‘[t]he 
Partisan art does not exist yet’. This tension between nothing and eve-
rything (reminiscent of the famous formulation in The Internationale) 
is by itself revolutionary.

Hence the importance of the question posed by Nikolaj Pirnat in 
the Slovenian Art Club (as quoted in my first piece in this volume): 
‘Who legitimises us as art? We brought our legitimisation with us from 
Ljubljana. But what do the people have to say about that?’ The very fact 
that the masses took up symbolic production indicated a shift in the 
definition of art; yet we should not see this is a shift towards a cheap 
democratisation of art: the new participation of the masses in artistic 
production did not mean that everything could be accepted as art but, 
on the contrary, that the very definition of art had been problematised, 
starting with everything that has figured as self-evident before the war. 
And this new criticism implied new self-criticism as well.

This self-criticism went on to become an important symbolic weap-
on. Karel Destovnik—Kajuh, a revolutionary poet killed as a Partisan 
fighter and posthumously celebrated as a people’s hero, took Mayako-
vsky’s (109) metaphor of pens-as-bayonets—‘fork-prongs, / bayonets 
/ are pens are’ (nashi per’ya – / shtyk / da zub’ya bil)—and directed 
them not to the enemy but to the people’s hearts as that which must 
be transformed. In one of his poems, Kajuh calls the new collective 
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revolutionary subjectivity ‘we, the modern Raphaels’ (‘mi moderni 
Rafaeli’). These ‘modern Raphaels’ are the Partisan fighters, and their 
work as described in the poem is a kind of theatre of cruelty: they 
paint bloody canvases and they are the canvases on which bloody ac-
tions are performed. The way in which Kajuh writes Raphael’s name in 
plural can remind us of a thesis from Marx and Engels’ German Ideology 
that was explicitly quoted by the Partisan leadership: the Communists 
do not think that in the new society everyone will produce Raphael’s 
work, yet everyone in whom a raphael is hidden will have a possibil-
ity to develop his or her creativity. Yet if we read this formulation, 
‘modern Raphaels’, against the backdrop of Lenin’s position on the 
Revolution-as-art, it is clear that everyone must be included in this new 
‘raphaelesque’ subjectivity. The Partisans are ‘modern Raphaels’ qua 
fighters. Yet the very idea of the Partisan revolutionary struggle as it 
was articulated in Yugoslavia included a systematic political, cultural 
and even artistic awakening of the people, which was also considered 
as the main specificity of the Partisan fighters compared to the soldiers 
of bourgeois armies. The same subjectivation that puts such a name as 
Raphael in plural evokes a revolutionary splitting of the subject that 
multiplies every individual, making him or her more-than-one through 
the emancipation of his or her creative forces. Needless to say, all this 
was somewhat vertiginous. Even those people who were barely literal 
had to be able to endure and articulate dialectical tensions of the Revo-
lution in order to orientate themselves in a revolutionary situation. 
Their own symbolic production was an indispensable element of this 
orientation. Moreover, the Partisan fighters not only wrote poems, but 
were also asking the following question: ‘Why poems?’ (We can imagine 
the astonishment of German soldiers when they found in the bag of a 
killed Slovenian Partisan his poem with this title.)
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So, the real problématique of all this production by the masses could 
not be grasped as an adaptation of art to the popular masses (although 
such attempts were articulated within the Partisan movement as well), 
but as participation of these masses in the process of transformation, 
of the emergence of a new revolutionary subjectivity that demanded 
of everyone to be more than him- or herself, to be more than one. The 
idea of collectivism as it was articulated in the Partisan art is based 
not on subordination of individuals to the collective, but rather on 
the multiplication of each individual that occurs through the inner 
splitting of the subject between the individual and something that is 
irreducible to him or her, a subjectivity which is as such uncountable. 
If we want to grasp this process of subjectivation, it is not enough to 
embrace the parameters of so-called committed or engaged art; we 
have to see this art in the light of the most radical articulations of the 
subjectivity-as-multiplicity in the twentieth century. From this point 
of view, I recently tried to read the Partisans with Pessoa (see Komelj, 
“Fernando Pessoa”). Therre is a kind of paradox here: the reactionary 
ideologues who tried to inscribe the Partisan art into the field of na-
tional culture have considered this symbolic production as a kind of 
regression from art to pre-modern folklore; yet, seen from a planetary 
perspective (from which the Partisans insisted on the planetary co-
ordinates of their struggle for what they called the ‘new world’), this 
production reveals itself as condensing the utmost inner tensions of its 
century by working with nothing against everything and thus creat-
ing its own context (something that Monique Wittig, in a completely 
different context, discovered in the opus of Djuna Barnes).
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PosT sCrIPTuM. We are taught to perceive the Partisans as speaking ‘at 
the top of their voices’. An extensive study of the material revealed to 
me, however, also many manifestations of the Partisan art as something 
subtle, fragile, transient, full of nuances and silences. A most beautiful 
symbol of this fragility, one that also tells us a lot about the material 
conditions of this artistic production, is a cyclostyle booklet of Kajuh’s 
poems, produced in a cavern during an offensive and a snowstorm. 
The pages are barely legible as the snow wetted the paper during the 
printing. It is profoundly touching to see inscribed on the same paper 
both human words and snowflakes. ❦
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Povzetek

Ta krajši zapis se vrača k razpravi o simbolni produkciji slovenskih par-
tizank in partizanov, ki jo je avtor sprožil z daljšim odzivom na članek 
Rastka Močnika, ki je pozneje tudi sam odgovoril na ta odziv s krajšim 
zapisom (vsi trije teksti so v najnovejših verzijah izšli v tej reviji).

Močnikov izhodiščni članek je razmeroma spekulativen in neod-
visen od arhivske vednosti, zato prezre nekatera notranja protislovja 
slovenske partizanske simbolne produkcije. Po Močniku je ta simbolna 
produkcija, ki je bržkone predstavljena preveč monolitno, obravnavana 
kot vse bolj relevanten zgodovinski primer uspešnega revolucioniranja 
esteticizma t. i. relativno avtonomne buržoazne kulture, to preseganje 
buržoaznih omejitev pa naj bi partizanska umetnost dosegla z odkritim 
sprejemanjem propagandizma, zlasti t. i. doktrine partizanske breze.

Ta teza je problematična zaradi dveh razlogov. Prvi je bil obravnavan 
v omenjenem prvem odzivu na Močnikovo razpravo, ki je pokazal, da 
so propagandizem slovenski partizanski umetniki in ideologi zavrnili, 
saj so se zavedali, da sleherno doktrinarno podrejanje umetnosti ide-
ologiji paradoksno blokira sam ideološki potencial umetnosti. Drugi 
problem pa je v tem, da, kot pokaže tukajšnji krajši zapis, partizanska 
umetnost ima kolektivistično razsežnost, ki pa ne izhaja iz podrejanja 
individuov s pomočjo propagande, pač pa iz notranjega razcepa subjekta 
na individua in subjektiviteto, ki ni reduktibilna na individua in je kot 
takšna neštevna.

Močnikova izhodiščna razprava je sicer prelomen prispevek k prou-
čevanju partizanske umetnosti, saj to obravnava z vidika njene relevan-
tnosti za današnjo kulturo. Toda šele na podlagi zgornjih dveh korekcij te 
razprave in z dopolnitvijo njegovega spekulativnega pristopa z arhivskim 
raziskovanjem je mogoče locirati in analizirati notranja protislovja jugo-
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slovanske partizanske umetnosti, kakršna je vzniknila v letih 1941–1945. 
Prav ta protislovja so partizane silila, da so postavili vprašanje o sami 
možnosti umetnosti v času oboroženega boja. S tem so ta protislovja – ne 
pa nekakšna doktrinarna podreditev umetnosti političnemu propagan-
dizmu – partizane spodbudila, da so konceptualizirali vznik umetnosti 
iz njene lastne nemožnosti. Politični potencial partizanske umetnosti 
tako ni bil prepoznan v nekakšnem brezšivnem prilagajanju umetnosti 
propagandi in oboroženemu boju, temveč, nasprotno, v nujnosti njenega 
spoprijemanja z lastno nemožnostjo, spoprijemanja, ki je nakazovalo 
nov horizont možnega in s tem to umetnost napravilo veliko bolj re-
volucionarno, kakor bi jo mogel sleherni doktrinarni propagandizem.
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